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Abstract. It is no easy thing to insert viewer participation seamlessly within a 
narrative structure when planning interactive TV program, and moreover there 
are not any existing processes to solve such difficulty in practice. Thus, in this 
paper, we proposed a new design process to be suitable to map out viewer 
participation of interactive TV program and demonstrated the application of our 
design process to the development of the iTV game show Hae-un-dae. 
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1 Introduction 

As the new interactive services such as cloud computing and second screen have ap-
peared, there have been various attempts related to interactive TV [iTV] program. 
However, most of them mainly concentrated on technical issues rather than attempts 
to realize viewers’ latent needs of interactivity in traditional television so far. [1] To 
offer rich interactive experiences to the viewers, it is essential to link seamlessly be-
tween viewer participation and program narrative1. In this regard, several researches 
underlined the middle ground between a compelling story and meaningful interaction. 
[2][3][4] Nevertheless, they could not suggest any specific methodologies, and the 
existing process for devising TV format would not be helpful because it was estab-
lished to consider viewer participation as a secondary element or distinct from  
program narrative. [5] Therefore, we suggested a new design process to achieve a 
balance between viewer participation and program narrative. This design process has 
been formed through the following procedure. First, we considered the key elements 
of interactive experience based on narrative revolving around alternate reality game 
[ARG], interactive drama and so on, which lay stress on the balance between interac-
tivity and narrative structure. Next, we took note of the persona-based scenario in 

                                                           
1 TV program narrative is generally created by producers and should explain the elements of 

who, what, when, where, how, and why about itself. In this regard, Justin Scroggie (Format 
Doctor) devised “format grid” of television program that consists of the following elements: 
genre, core subject, main people, do what, and achieve what. 
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Human Computer Interaction and the framework of behavior chain for online partici-
pation as the design process that can reflect the key elements effectively. Finally, we 
constructed a new design process by integrating and modifying the two methods for 
the planning process of iTV program. Lastly, We showed how it was applied to the 
iTV game show Hae-un-dae2 in practice. 

2 The Key Elements of Interactive Experience Based on 
Narrative 

2.1 First-Person Role-Playing and Agency 

The audience is just a player in the participatory contents such as ARG or interactive 
drama. The players take the first-person point of view and perform roles and tasks 
derived from a narrative context. Kim pointed out that viewer participation of interac-
tive programs is possible to be realized by giving a certain role to a viewer. [6] Laurel 
also gave importance to the first-person experience, that is, the ability to do something 
directly in terms of promoting engagement. [7] Furthermore, Murray emphasized that 
the players invent their own characters within the conventions of the controlling  
fictional genre. [8]  

By the way, this first-person experience is indispensable to agency. [7] Agency is 
the satisfying power to take meaningful actions and see the results of players’ deci-
sions and choices. [8] Therefore, it is imperative that the players have agency experi-
ence to sustain their first-person role-playing. Moreover, the agency is aroused at the 
intersection that interactivity is interlinked with narrativity. Mateas said that players 
can experience agency when there is a balance between the material and formal con-
straints. In his argument, the material constraint means actions by players, and the 
formal constraint indicates dramatic probabilities, namely, plot. [9] 

2.2 Participation Level, Casting, and Dynamic Relationship 

There is a level difference of players’ participation depending on their time, skill, and 
inclination in ARG. Although some players fell short on one of these dimensions, 
they should not be penalized in terms of progression of a story. [10] All the players 
should be given certain roles commensurate with their level to make absorbing games. 
For this, pervasive games offer various roles such as player, participant, spectator, and 
even refuser according to the participation level. [11] 

Another important point to notice, here is, that this kind of assigning roles can cre-
ate dynamic relationships to enliven meaningful interactions. For instance, all the 

                                                           
2 The Hae-un-dae is the academic-industrial collaboration between KAIST (Korea Advanced 

Institute of Science and Technology) and Nmedia (the television production company). 
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participants of Wer rettet Dina Foxx3 became the assistants to clear off all suspicions 
of the heroine, Dina Foxx. According to the participation level, however, the high-
level participants were given the ARG required a lot of time and energy, whereas the 
low-level participants were offered the graphic adventure game required only their 
point and click actions. Thus, the dynamic relationship provides a foundation to  
design concrete interaction activities suitable for the participants’ respective roles. 

3 The Design Processes for User Participation 

3.1 The Persona-Based Scenario 

The persona-based scenario has been mostly used to design user experience. The per-
sona is an imaginary character as a representative type of actual users, which de-
scribes their goals, acts, and attitudes. It is practical to understand motivations and 
behavior patterns of actual users exactly because it is formed on the basis of qualita-
tive and quantitative researches on them. The scenario is useful to draw an outline of 
user experience vividly at the early stage of development of product and service. It is 
to narrate a series of events by nature, therefore, it can handle not only superficial 
experiences but also their inner emotions. In addition, it is helpful to organize and 
manage all possible variables in phases. [12][13] 

The persona-based scenario has the potential to be utilized effectively for design-
ing viewer participation in iTV program. Most of all, it is simply done to assign the 
first-person roles to the viewers when using the method. Because the personas are 
presented as an imaginary personality with a human face image, the designers can 
empathize with the viewers readily and assume their specific behavior patterns rea-
sonably. They can also devise several dynamic relationships with the personas in 
order to attract more viewers to engage in iTV program. 

On the one hand, the scenario helps that the designers describe the persona forms 
some behavior patterns to achieve their goals. In particular, this method conveys 
viewer participation as a story, and thereby the whole stakeholders can exchange their 
ideas about the agenda smoothly. It is apprehended that explanations or enumerations 
create unnecessary confusion because the participation structure of iTV program is 
complicated. The scenario fulfills the function that unravels the complexity of that 
structure. Besides, it can describe even the personas’ inner emotions as well as their 
overall interactive experiences so that the designers can check the completed viewer 
participation for embodying agency. 

However, the persona-based scenario has to be modified for the practice of iTV 
program. Designing for viewer participation in iTV program has a different starting 
point with one of user experience design of product and service. The latter usually 
begins with grasping users’ hidden needs, whereas the former must start with seeking 
g viewers’ roles within program narrative. In the strict sense, the first-person  

                                                           
3 Wer rettet Dina Foxx was the trans-media project marketed as an interactive crime story, 

which had been co-produced and helmed by ZDF (the German television network),  
teamWorx, and UFA-lab for 6 weeks from April 20, 2011. 
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role-playing is accompanied by all the viewers’ common desire that they want to  
experience a compelling narrative.  

3.2 The Framework of the Behavior Chain for Online Participation 

Fogg and Eckles proposed the framework of the behavior chain to analyze how the 
leading web services such as LinkedIN and Flickr attract online participation from 
users effectively. Their framework consists of three phases; the first is the discovery 
phase whose goal is to make users recognize a web service and visit it, or, conversely, 
the users visit the web service and then learn about it. The second is the superficial 
involvement phase in which the users decide to make use of the web service and actu-
ally start to do it. The last thing is the true commitment phase. At this phase, the users 
produce the contents, for example consumer reviews, buy data and ranking, which 
make it worth for the other users. They also become the loyal users who persuade the 
other users to make use of the web services. [14] 

Inducing viewer participation is to persuade viewers to engage in iTV program. If 
the designers push the viewers into participating in the program without enough per-
suasion, they do not know exactly what to do and why they do it so that they ignore 
completely the designers’ invitation to the end. Thus, the designers need to take into 
account the strategy based on the behavior chain. This strategy outlines an ideal form 
of viewer participation and divides it into several phases. Subsequently, each phase 
should be established to mean a series of successive stimulus-response chains. That is, 
the designers have to set up a goal as a response that they want to attract from the 
viewers and come up with several measures and materials as a stimulus. Most im-
portantly, the response of the previous phase has to be the stimulus of the subsequent 
phase. The viewers’ behavior patterns are gradationally reinforced toward the ideal 
form of viewer participation, taken as a whole. 

4 A New Design Process for Viewer Participation in iTV 
Program 

The design process for viewer participation in iTV program must reflect entirely the 
key elements of interactive experience based on narrative, as mentioned before. To 
achieve it, we integrated the persona-based scenario with the framework of the behav-
ior chain for online participation, and modified them for the planning process of iTV 
program. As a result, we draw the design process that consists of three stages:  
narrative, persona, and participation, as shown (Fig. 1). 

4.1 Narrative 

A background story should be designed first in the narrative stage. It is typically made 
up of key ideas, concepts, progress methods, characters, final goals, and etc. in terms 
of program narrative. [5] All possible roles that make viewers engage in iTV program 
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are organized on the basis of the background story. For instance, the Angel’s Gate4 
has the background story in which the start-up entrepreneurs must pass the tests sug-
gested by the angel investors as judges so as to receive investment funds to make their 
business ideas work. The producers considered the narrative context in depth, and 
constructed the roles of small investor and partner that the viewers can take an active 
part in assisting the start-up entrepreneurs. 

 

Fig. 1. A new design process for viewer participation in iTV program 

4.2 Persona 

The next stage is the persona in which the designers have to cast viewers suitable for 
the roles constructed in the previous stage. “Viewer Casting”, in here, means that 
viewers are segmented on the basis of particular standards, and then target viewers are 
selected. This part needs research data on the viewers above everything else. It would 
be good practice to make full use of existing materials or to obtain reliable data by 
conducting researches. For instance, after the designers classify the types of viewers 
into audience, participant, and performer according to the participation level in  
advance, conducting objective researches on each type. The designers can properly 
assign the roles to every type based on the researches. If the research of the target 
viewers goes well, the meaningful materials are arranged for designing the personas.  

The completed personas include imaginary identity, goal, personality, life style, 
and so on. However, these must go through the process of inspection, which we called 
“rehearsal”, to check for the seamlessness of the link between the roles and the cast-
ing. For this, we borrowed the three valuation criteria from Cooper’s methodology: 
completeness, redundancy, and validity. The completeness is to check that the per-
sonas reflect all of the essential characteristics that are discovered in the researches. 
The redundancy is to make sure that the personas are kept distinct from each other. If 
a redundancy is found between some personas, these have to be integrated or discard-
ed. Lastly, the validity is to ascertain whether the personas describe its target viewers 
realistically. [13] 

                                                           
4 Angel’s Gate was the interactive reality show of Channel NewsAsia (Singapore) since 2011. 
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4.3 Participation 

After the personas are constructed, the designers have to sketch out in what way the 
personas engage in program narrative, what dynamic relationships are formed, and 
how the two aspects influence the progress of the program. This is just the outline 
scenario. This scenario must be written to give an overview of viewer participation, 
not to describe each persona’s behaviors precisely. The detailed descriptions of that 
are dealt with in the next phase, the action scenario. This scenario has to describe how 
the personas’ participations are getting to be intensified according to the following 
three phases. [14] The first is the discovery phase in which the personas find an iTV 
program and learn of it, and vice versa. Suppose they have interest in the program, 
they will join its interactive service and decide to participate in it. Perhaps, they will 
try doing several things related to the service. This is the second phase that we called 
the warming-up. The third is the engagement phase in which the personas buckle 
down to the interactive activities with relation to the program. Above all, in the action 
scenario, the designers must show the seamless flow definitely from the discovery, 
warming-up to engagement. The last thing of the participation stage is the validation 
scenario in which the designers must check that the personas reinforce their interac-
tions in accordance with a narrative context. Besides, they should suppose operational 
problems or external and subordinate circumstances and then suggest solutions to the 
problems. 

5 The Viewer Participation of the Hae-un-dae 

5.1 The Narrative 

The Background Story. Hae-un-dae is the sea cloud-capped city of skyscrapers. The 
rich man is a millionaire and hidden ruler of the city. He believes that human self-
interest is a fountain of wealth and truth of the world. Therefore, he often enjoys let-
ting people take a test on condition of offering jackpot. His test is simple. The people 
who want to participate in the test only need to take an elevator with a partner, but 
they must accept the dilemma that a partner today becomes an enemy tomorrow. Only 
one who reaches the rich man’s penthouse will win the jackpot if winning the  
showdown with the rich man. 

The Roles. We constructed the four roles from the background story. The first role is 
the rich man who controls everything of the Hae-un-dae. The second role is the chal-
lenger who gets in an elevator with a partner to participate in the rich man’s test. The 
third role is the conditional assistant that we called “guardian” in our program. He/she 
is supposed to receive a proportion of the prize money in return for helping the chal-
lenger. Lastly, the fourth role is the watcher who does not accept any activities except 
for watching the program. The watcher has the potential to become the conditional 
assistant depending on the situation, however. 
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5.2 The Personas 

The Viewer Casting. The casting was limited to the challenger, conditional assistant, 
and watcher5, and it was implemented based on the viewer types by the participation 
level—performer, participant, and audience. To secure the reliability of the casting, 
we referred to the existing researches authorized by the national research institutes 
related to media. [15][16]  

The Persona Chart. We compiled the persona chart that summarized the key charac-
teristics of the challenger, conditional assistant, and watcher revolving around their 
media usage. 

 

Fig. 2. The persona chart of the Hae-un-dae 

The Rehearsal. It is needed to definitely distinguish between the challenger (performer) 
and the conditional assistant (participant) because they showed the similar behavior 
patterns in an aspect of the media usage. Accordingly, we redefined the characteristics 
of their media usage and completed the personas chart at last. 

5.3 The Participation 

The Outline Scenario 

1. Da Un and Dong Hyeon got to know the Hae-un-dae through TV promotions,  
online news, and social networking services. They installed the app of the  
Hae-un-dae and tried playing the true or false quiz game with curiosity. 

                                                           
5 The rich man corresponds to the role of the producers so that we excluded it in the viewer 

casting. 
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2. Da Un was fascinated by the huge prize money and the rich man’s penthouse, 
thereby determining to appear on the program. She strived to score over 1 million 
points in the true or false quiz game to receive an invitation card (the casting call) 
from the rich man (the producers). Eventually, she made it! 

3. Dong Hyeon was fascinated with the mobile quiz game itself so that he was ab-
sorbed in playing the game. He desired to boast his highest rank of the game world 
to his friends or acquaintances. Moreover, he was also interested in the new televi-
sion game show and consistently paid attention to the progress of the Hae-un-dae. 

4. In the online live broadcast (the first round), Da Un took the elevator set on the 
studio with another challenger who she had never met before. They started to play 
true or false quiz game that was identical to one of the app. Her team was the first 
to arrive at the middle story of the building as the final destination of the first 
round. Thus, Da Un and her partner made it to the live broadcast game show (the 
second round). Because they missed relatively few quizzes, they only lost 15  
million won of 50 million won as the total prize money. 

5. Dong Hyeon played the same quiz game through the app just like Da Un while 
watching the online live broadcast. Furthermore, his prediction was right on, which 
she got through to the second round, so that he became one of her guardians.  

6. Ji Yeong saw the banner advertising related to the online live broadcast of the Hae-
un-dae during online shopping. She visited it out of curiosity and got to be fasci-
nated with the new form of broadcast quiz show. Eventually, she started to engage 
in the program by predicting and selecting the second round’s challenger. 

7. In the live broadcast game show, Da Un and her partner took the separate elevators 
as the open set located in front of the high-rise building in the city, Hae-un-dae. 
They must compete in the rising and falling quiz game and reach the rich man’s 
penthouse before the opponent. Da Un was the first to arrive there by solving more 
quizzes in a short time. Dong Hyeon, who was the guardian of Da Un, was chosen 
at random during the rising and falling quiz game and played a major role in  
defeating her opponent by solving the difficult quizzes on her behalf. 

8. Finally, Da Un triumphed the rich man in the last true or false quiz game so  
that she won the prize money. Her guardians including Dong Hyeon received a 
proportion of hers. 

The Action Scenario. The action scenario of the Hae-un-dae was written out accord-
ing to the three phases as mentioned in (4.3). However, we skipped over the action 
scenario because it was too long to be covered in this paper. Given that the outline 
scenario showed the main storylines of the action scenario, the discovery phase of the 
action scenario corresponds with no. 1 of the outline scenario. Likewise, the warming-
up and engagement are accord with from no. 2 to 3 and from no. 4 to 8 respectively. 

The Validation Scenario. A large number of the true or false quizzes are needed in 
order that the same true or false quizzes are not repeated whenever the viewers play 
the quiz game on the app. To solve this problem, we let the viewer set personally the 
true or false quiz limited to 40 letters or less. The quiz is automatically listed on the 
app if more than one person recommends the quiz. The person whose quiz was listed 
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on the app can receive a prescribed game point. They can also have the so-called 
agency experience by getting feedbacks on their participation immediately. 

5.4 The Visualization 

After the viewer participation of the Hae-un-dae was completed, we produced the 
trailer and the draft of the app to explain it a bit more effectively. 

 

Fig. 3. The trailer (left) / The draft of the app (right) 

6 Conclusion 

We constructed a new design process for viewer participation in iTV program and 
applied it to the iTV game show Hae-un-dae in practice. This design process has the 
following significances. Most of all, it handles the real issues that the designers are 
confronted with during the planning process of iTV program. We colligated the theo-
retical frameworks with the practical experiences to solve the issues, and therefore, 
we could create the design process suitable for the practice of iTV program. Further-
more, it is the effective mechanism that led to a greater intercommunication between 
the two groups, which have had different cultures, in terms that the Hae-un-dae was 
the academic-industrial collaboration. 

However, there are the following limitations when applying our design process to 
the Hae-un-dae. In fact, it was developed under the practical necessity while planning 
the program. Therefore, it was applied from the middle stage of the development and 
mainly utilized for reviewing and improving the semi-finished viewer participation. 
For this reason, we could not have enough time to conduct the viewer researches be-
fore constructing the personas. Moreover, this paper could not deal with any reviews 
from academia, industry, and viewer because the Hae-un-dae has not been produced 
and broadcasted yet. If the Hae-un-dae will be released in the near future, we can 
obtain objective and meaningful data by being evaluated from practitioners and  
researchers involved in the field of iTV as well as the viewers. 
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